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2 Oct '41 Dr. Erich Schmidt
LURISTAN — RUIN MIRVALI
GABLE ROOF TOMB OF THIRD MILLENIUM B.C.
LURISTAN — ZOGH ALI
ARRIVAL AT CAMP SITE
LURISTAN — NEYALEH
CAMP EN ROUTE TO THE SEYMARREH RIVER
LURISTAN — CHIGHA SABZ
EXCAVATION, CAMP, AND AIRPLANE
LURISTAN — QUH-I-DASHT
EXCAVATION OF THE SORKH-I-DOM SANCTUARY AND CAMP OF THE EXPEDITION
LURISTAN — QUH-I-DASHT
EXCAVATION OF THE SORKH-I-DOM SANCTUARY
LURISTAN — SORKH-I-DOM BRONZE WANDS:
BIFRONS WITH TWO FELINES (SCALE 1:1)
FEMALE DEMON (SCALE 1:1)
MALE AND FEMALE IBEX (SCALE 1:1)
LURISTAN — SORKH-I-DOM
BRONZE STATUETTES, MALE AND FEMALE (SCALE 1.5:1)
BRONZE IBEX OF PROBLEMATIC AL PURPOSE (SCALE 1:1)
LURISTAN — SORKH-I-DOM
HEAD OF BONE WAND, "ENKIDU" HOLDING TWO BULLS (SCALE 1.5:1)
FRIT JAR, INCISED DESIGN OF COMPOSITE MONSTER (SCALE ca. 1:2)
LURISTAN — SORKH-I-DOM

SEAL RING OF BRONZE (SCALE 1:1)

IMPRESSION OF SEAL RING (SCALE ca. 2.5:1)

IMPRESSION OF SEAL CYLINDER (SCALE ca. 3:1)
LURISTAN — SORKH-I-DOM
IMPRESSION OF SEAL CYLINDER (SCALE ca. 5:1)
LURISTAN — QUH-I-DASHT
PASTORAL IDYL IN THE VILLAGE OF SORKH-I-DOM
LURISTAN — QUH-I-DASHT
NATIVE SHELTER NEAR SORKH-I-DOM
LURISTAN — QUH-I-DASHT
THREE NATIVE HUNTERS WITH “TAZI”
LURISTAN — QALEH MURUNI
NATIVE WOMAN BAKING BREAD
LURISTAN — QUH-I-DASHT
LUR FROM VILLAGE OF SORKH-I-DOM